
Man in Doorway 

Folder #174 

“1. FBI statements of persons in doorway. . . .especially contrast Lovelady with 

\ Shelly’s statement that Lovelady was seated in front of him when limo 

ZL came passed and shots rang out. Lovelady programmed to say he was 

7 standing where it was really Oswald in the doorway. *****Statements 

were written up by FBI agents who missed “correcting” Shelly’s statement 

re: Lovelady’s location. See structured phrasing of the question: Did you 

. Weisberg long treatment of Altgens and his critical pix. .. .p. 13 at bottom 

he notes where Liebeler on p. 522 of WC testimony tries to get Altgens to 

confirm that Oswald in his pix was really Billy Lovelady . . .note p. 14 Hal 

| 

| see Oswald when Pres. was shot... 

2 

a? x makes case w/ black workers on 5" floor looking out the window. .. .and 

Va (0 the fact they stayed at the window after the shooting and testified that \U* 

Av they did not heard any movement from the floor above---someone 

mult . scrambling to move from the window to the stairs. . . *** 

: | F aye | note on page that Hal has in “Conclusion” (Chpt. 11) of his Specter V. 

\’ \ Specter some pages on the Oswald/Lovelady dispute. Last item under # 2 is 

N \ me Dallas press explaining that man in the doorway was really Billy Lovelady. . . 

YW 3. Cites photo of shirt Oswald was wearing to work on 11/22 

4. Clay tip check 62-109060-2074 EBF for SS doc. 491 for affidavits of all who 

( were on the TSBD steps at time of shooting... **** 

/ 5. FBI doc. marked “secret” 11/23//’63 ...and shirt Oswald was wearing. .. 

‘ but that does not make clear whether he wore this at work or changed it 

when he stopped off at boarding house. . . 

6. Hal Verb folder of the front steps of the TSBD at time of shooting. . . 

————7 Key doc. SS doc on interview with Pierce Allman Comm. Doc. 354. . 

.1/29/'64 where SS is satisfied that man who pointed out phone to Allman. 

.. .my job to calculate time of shots ringing out and when Allman comes in 

contact with Oswald within several minutes of the shooting. . .Here is 

Oswald’s alibi... . See how | treated this in BOT... ****
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8. Hal’s notes & Roffman letters to FOIA personel re: Carolyn Arnold 

statements to FBI. Note that Arnold’s original handwritten statement can 

be found in 100-10461-1A232. . . .| need to check .. Key to FBI 

misrepresenting what Arnold said vis-a-vis Oswald & when she saw himon 

11/22. .. Need to check also in BOT. Also check if 100-10461-1A232 throws 

light on the matter as implied... *** 

9. Sample of FBI witness taking. .. totally phony. . . 

Jy 10. Rankin form to FBI on questioning TSBD employees. .. . suggested form 

x 
11. Carolyn Arnold (Now Caroline Johnson) in piece by Earl Golz that she saw 

u Oswald on 2nd floor lunchroom on 11/22 at about 12:25 p.m. Also Golz 

Wo) spoke with Bonnie Ray Williams who told him he was on the 6" floor until 

Sy about 12:20... .(See how Williams’ time was adjusted back to 12:05 or 

Jv _/ rrereabouts. .. See attached sheet... 

Ag 12. FBI list of people in TSBD on day of the assassination. . . .some 73 names 

vas or thereabouts. . . C Reid) < erty She Supeet) 
13. Hal on how FBI takes witness statements while editing them all the time. . 

beens This is key to Caroline Arnold... . Check this out... .Can be useful. .. 


